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Matthew 18:15-35

Parable of the unmerciful (or wicked) servant

Themes. Primarily, forgiveness. Also, religious hypocrisy and pride; reconciliation and forgiveness; relationships
with other believers; spiritual watchfulness and responsibility; the nature of true versus false religion and
religiousness. 

Notes.
Jesus tells this parable in response to Peter’s question about how many times one had to forgive one’s

brother. Peter apparently thought that it would be enough to forgive up to seven times – a policy of “seven strikes
and you’re out”. But Jesus we are to forgive “seventy times seven” times – that forgiveness must be complete and
always given, without limit. The general context prior to this (Mt. 18:1-17) also include rivalry among the
apostles for honor and prominence in the kingdom of heaven,  Jesus’s lesson on humility using the illustration
of “a little child”, Jesus’ instruction to avoid being a source of offense or stumbling to others, teaching on how
to handle conflicts and interpersonal problems among believers, the great important of unity among believers,
and finally, Peter's question on forgiveness.

In this parable of God portrayed as a king, Jesus teaches that we can depend on and expect God’s mercy
only if we sincerely and fully forgive those who sin against us, our enemies, or those who offend us. Hence the
Lord’s prayer, “Forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors.” In fact, the offences our neighbors commit
against us are negligible compared to our debt to God, to our offenses toward Go.  It’s like small change
compared to the US government’s trillions of dollars of debt. In this parable, in fact, the amount of the servant’s
debt is likewise insurmountable. Depending on whether Roman or Jewish talents were used, the 10,000 talents
would be worth millions or tens of millions of dollars in modern terms – $10 million if Jewish silver talents are
used. In Israel, one talent would be enough to purchase a slave, and the entire tax bill of the province would be
800 talents. One talent was equal to the wages of an average worker for 20 years (most people in this society
would be considered working poor or lower class by today’s standards). It would have been normal for a person
with too much debt to pay to be sold as a slave to pay his debts, under Jewish law (Ex. 22:3) and Roman law. The
servant pleads for time to pay his debt, although realistically no working person could pay off such a debt, even
if he had a high paying job. Amazingly, the king forgives the entire debt and releases the man. 

We would expect the servant to be likewise gracious toward others, but he isn’t. He demands repayment
of a hundred denarii from a fellow servant. A denarius (a Roman coin) was worth twenty cents, so the debt here
is about $20, about four months’ wages at the time. Here in fact he chooses to follow the Greek and Roman
custom, not a Jewish custom, of grabbing a person by the throat and dragging him off to court to have him thrown
in a debtor’s prison. Being sent to a debtor’s prison would force the person to sell whatever property, and even
demand slave labor from the prisoner’s family to also pay off the debt. When the king hears of this, he punishes
the servant that he earlier had forgiven, and has him thrown in the debtor’s prison until he could pay back
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everything. Since it would be impossible to pay back 10,000 talents, this would mean being in prison forever; and
in addition to the normal punishment, the king has him tortured. This speaks clearly of hell, and is meant as a
warning to hypocrites and phony religious people, as well as to the outright ungodly and irreligious.  

When others
hurt us, we may feel the
pain, but we may not be
aware of the offense or
hurt we cause others.
Most of all, we are
unaware of the offense
we cause God by our
sins. Jesus clearly
portrays how self-
centered people can be
in this respect. 

Forgiveness – yo, what up with that?
Now we must also discuss what forgiveness is. It is essentially deciding that you absolve the person of

personal responsibility toward you, that you’re going to accept the consequences of what they did to you, and you
are not going to seek revenge; rather, you will leave it to God to punish the person or change the person. This is
especially important when the other person refuses to apologize, repent, and seek reconciliation, or is unable to
do so. 

It does not mean to pretend that another person did not really sin against you, or did not do something
that bad, when in fact they did. Nor does it mean exaggerating the degree of their sin against you when it wasn’t
actually so bad. This is artificial, insincere, or pretend forgiveness, and it is not true biblical forgiveness. If we
exaggerate the sin done by others, then your “forgiveness” looks pretty good compared to what it actually took
for you to forgive. If you downplay or ignore a real sin committed by someone against you (or by one person
against another), then that attitude fails to take sin and its effects seriously. But sadly, this is how some Christians
counsel others to forgive people who have been really hurt by others’ serious sins – “it wasn’t really that bad, and
besides, you’re a sinner, too”, for example. This fails to take sin seriously, and merely white-washes over sin
rather than dealing with it in a biblical way. Or people rationalize their sin or others’ sins, claim it wasn’t so bad,
and expect you to forgive easily. But in order to forgive, you have to acknowledge appropriately the degree of
the sin, and thus acknowledge how the sin has affected you. Only then can you forgive appropriately. 

Forgiveness does not mean being naive, either. It does not mean continuing to hand around a person who
will continue to hurt you or others, or allowing a person to take advantage of your goodness in a bad way. There
is plenty of instruction in the Bible, in the Proverbs for example, about avoiding people of bad character. It does
not mean putting your safety or others in danger. Some people like to misinterpret Jesus’ words about turning the
other cheek when someone hits you. In the Greek New Testament, and in the Jewish culture of the time, this
refers to a slap that is designed to humiliate someone; this has nothing to do with violent acts. Forgiveness does
not mean opening yourself up to danger, or failing to seek legal remedies for serious problems. It does not mean
allowing a problem person to be in the church; in fact, before this parable Jesus taught one means of church
discipline against problem people in the church. Forgiveness does not ignore biblical concerns of justice and
righteousness, or ignoring sin and injustice. 

Finally, forgiveness is hard often because the feeling of offense is magnified by our pride. In light of
God’s love and mercy, it should be a lot easier to forgive others if we have a God-centered view of things.
Forgiveness means releasing the other person from “injury claims” you have toward him/her. It means releasing
yourself from spiritual bondage and anger. It involves praying for the person – praying for God to change the
person, to reveal Himself to him/her, to teach him/her, and in serious cases like below, praying for God to test
or judge the person (but be very careful about how you do this). Finally, it means loving your enemies, in the
sense of that volitional, spiritual agape love, not an artificial or emotional love. 
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Forgiveness for more serious or traumatic hurts.
Occasionally in our lives or the lives of fellow group members, we see cases of people hurt especially

seriously. From betrayal by others, bad experiences with dysfunctional churches, dysfunctional family
backgrounds, or failed relationships, to really serious cases like abuse, a person can have a great deal of difficulty
in forgiving others who hurt them in a serious or traumatic way. Here we cannot preach to them and demand that
they forgive easily; that’s a bit hypocritical, like the wicked servant in the parable who demands that others pay
him back. When we find ourselves in that situation, the first step is being willing to forgive, though we cannot,
but we ask God for help and strength in learning to forgive. Special prayer for ourselves is needed, including
prayer to receive a special measure of God’s love,  grace, and healing, so that we can have love that overflows
to others, thus allowing us to forgive more easily. Finally, Jesus’ teaching about forgiving seventy times seven
applies not only to multiple sins. It can apply to one sin or event that still causes suffering. In times past when
I was getting over the damage caused by personal betrayals and bad church experiences (which had really hurt
me spiritually), I found myself exercising forgiveness every day for the same thing, and this is a valid application
of this teaching. Every time, every day those incidents come to mind, you have to keep forgiving, even though
the same things keep coming to mind every day. Over time, I found this way of exercising forgiveness made the
bad memories fade, and after a while I completely recovered and was able to forgive fully. It was a struggle that
in cases took months or years, but it brought release and healing for me. 

Prayer and counseling from a pastor or counselor may be necessary in cases of psychological trauma;
there are serious emotional and spiritual issues involved here, including demonic oppression or satanic bondage,
that only a minister or properly trained person can deal with. 

Discussion.

What does Jesus teach about dealing with sins between believers? How do we apply this in our church
and fellowship?

What is the context of this parable? Why did Peter ask this question? What is his concept of forgiveness
here? How is Jesus’ concept different? What does it mean to forgive seventy times seven? Does that
mean allowing people to take advantage of your kindness?

Who is the king? The wicked servant? The other servant? The debts? The prison and torture at the end?
Does it mean you can go to hell for not forgiving others? What then is the point of this warning?
Who is this warning intended for? 

Who are we to forgive? Why? How? Any exceptions? What kinds of exceptions do we like to make for
ourselves? What hinders your ability (or willingness) to forgive? What does this parable say about
that? How does what God forgave you compare with how others have offended you?

What is forgiveness? How does it change how you treat others? Why is it good for you as well as the
other person? How do you personally benefit when you exercise forgiveness? 

What is reconciliation? Do you know of some good examples of this in church life? How is the church
to be involved in reconciliation?

In what ways can forgiveness be insincere or artificial? Does forgiveness mean playing down or ignoring
a sin committed by someone that really hurt someone else? Does it mean ignoring the seriousness
of sin? The effects of sin? Why is it important to recognize the seriousness of sin before you can (1)
confess your sin to God and/or others, and (2) forgive others for offenses against you? 

How do you forgive if someone really hurt you? If the incident keeps coming up in your mind every day?
How can you forgive “seventy times seven” here? How can you experience God’s love and healing,
so that you can forgive others? 

How can failure to forgive others hurt your spiritual life? How can it come between you and God? Look
at the following: 
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• 1 John 1:9-10 – honest confession
• 1 John 2:9-11 – hating brothers / sisters
• Mt. 7:1-6 – hypocrisy
• Mt. 5:23126 – hatred, reconciliation, and worship
• Mt. 6:14-15 – forgiving others before praying

How do you give up your desire or felt need for revenge and justice? How can you release it to God?
What happens if you don’t? What does it mean that God will execute vengeance? When? How?
Look at the following:

• Rom. 12:14-21 – proper attitude; revenge
• Deut. 32:35 – vengeance belongs to God

Prayer.
How often do you thank God for your forgiveness and salvation? For what Jesus did so you could

be saved? Every day? Once a week? Once a month? Begin a habit of sincerely doing this daily, as well
as more sincere confession. (And why is all this important...?) Also, pray about the issues raised here for
your life, especially for forgiving others, being used by God to reconcile others, etc. 


